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This study aims to combine the philosophical perspective and the practical ethics of ecology in the everyday with a more pragmatic concept of corporate social responsibility. The importance of the latter is shown to be based in the abandonment of the distinction of subject and object and the development of personal as well as cultural ecological consciousness embedded in the notion of unity between man and nature. This philosophical shift in the consciousness is also reflected in terms of utility. Hence, the study examines whether the relationship between corporate social responsibility and firm’s sales growth is mediated by competitive advantage, and whether employees’ individual perception in the everyday and beliefs of social responsibility can play a moderating role on CSR-sales growth relationship. The analysis revealed that there is the link between CSR and sales growth and that there is a positive effect of CSR on sales growth which is positively moderated by employees’ individual beliefs of social responsibility which has been implied by the ecological consciousness.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing acknowledgement of the importance of the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and scholars studied firms’ socially responsible actions from various perspectives including environmental, economic and social goals (Abdullah, Rashid 2012; Aguinis, Glavas 2012; Calabrese et al. 2013; Criño, Forget 2015; Hys, Hawrysz 2013; Magrizos, Apospori 2015; Vveinhardt, Andriukaitiene 2016; Juscius, Jonikas 2016). CSR depicts both
the complexities and multi-faceted connections amongst business communities and societies and it represents the monetary, social and natural effects of business exercises (Jamali et al. 2015).

Therefore there is an inevitable interaction between the environmental, economic and social aspects of every firm’s business activities. However, businesses have mostly focused on the economic dimension of firms’ activities. In this regard, some scholars (Alafi, Hasoneh 2012; Gal-breath, Shum 2012; Kim et al. 2015; Margolis, Walsh 2003; Rowley, Berman 2000; Saeidi et al. 2015) have questioned such an approach and, as a counterargument, they claimed that in raising any revenue, consumers’ behaviour has always been a major challenge for firms, so organizations should also give consideration to societies’ needs and expectations. Consumers appear to possess a reasonable level of awareness of environmental issues and, therefore, they are now more interested in green products which are considered environment-friendly (Zhao et al. 2014).

Some scholars have tried to examine the effects of perceived CSR on commitments (Farooq et al. 2013, 2013; Peterson 2004; Rego et al. 2010; Stites Michael 2011; Turker 2009), whereas some others have concentrated on the key variables which may constitute the social character structure. They have claimed upon their respective investigations that it is a meaningfully different kind of legislative obligation as it reflects individuals’ self-definitions, while commitment may not reflect similarly. Alternatively, they attempted to analyse the impact of CSR on a hierarchically recognizable proof as a way to predict employees’ performance (Farooq et al. 2014; Farooq et al. 2013; Glavas, Godwin 2012; Kim et al. 2010; Riketta 2005; van Knippenberg, Sleebos 2006). How CSR may influence organizational attraction to potential employees (Albinger, Freeman 2000; Greening, Turban 2000; Turban, Greening 1997), and how CSR may influence different dispositions among current workers (Choi, Yu 2014; Maignan, Ferrell 2001; Maignan et al. 1999; Valentine, Fleischman 2008) have been some other main foci of CSR-employees studies reported in the literature.

A significant number of studies have considered CSR as an independent factor and employees’ outcomes at organizations and societies as dependent factors; mostly, the results have indicated that any CSR effort is likely to foster certain relationships between the organizations and their internal stakeholders (i.e. employees). Notwithstanding, scholars in these studies have obviously failed to recognize that the quality of the relationships identified may depend on how well employees understand and believe social responsibilities in their individual lives. They have also failed to consider the philosophical preconditions of such an understanding which consists in the everyday ecological ethics and the ecological approach towards environment in the everyday.

Thus the study attempts to analyse the previous studies along with extending some notions propagated by these studies by means of connecting philosophical, environmental, economic and social aspects of CSR in relation to improving the firms’ profitability. In doing so, a competitive advantage which may result from firms’ success in attracting and retaining more satisfied and loyal customers on the market is considered a probable beneficial outcome of being friendly with the environment.

THE ABANDONMENT OF THE SUBJECT–OBJECT DISTINCTION IN THE ECOLOGICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

In order to measure and promote the genuine agenda of CSR, scholars need a better conceptualization of CSR (Carroll 1999; Tench et al. 2012). Many scholars defined CSR as a company’s commitment to minimize or eliminate any potentially harmful effects and maximizing its long-run beneficial impact on the society (Mohr et al. 2001; Scherer, Palazzo 2007; Tench et al. 2012; Thornton, Kvarnström 2015; Wood 2010). CSR is also described as a firm’s duty, specifically,
an ethical responsibility, not only due to legal grounds, but to explore and carefully manage the influences of its internal and external relationships (Kolodinsky et al. 2010).

Carroll’s (1979) definition of CSR has been one of the best concepts thus far, as the author not only determines it as the responsibility of the organizations in relation to social benefits, but also consistently distinguishes between firms’ profit gaining purposes and related responsibilities of companies to societies (Chen et al. 2012; Lozano 2008; Wood 2010). According to Carroll’s (1979) classification, corporate social responsibilities may involve the hosting societies’ expectations from the organizations such as economic, cultural, legal, ethical expectations over a specific period of time. Numerous scholars have referred to this definition in their respective studies as indicative of a well-defined classification (Galbreath 2008; Galbreath, Shum 2012; Saeidi et al. 2015; Sheth, Babiak 2010; Shum, Yam 2011). Similarly, this study has adapted Carroll’s CSR dimension which was later modified by Maignan et al. (1999) and Maignan and Ferrell (2000, 2001) to evaluate an organization’s recognition of CSR.

But it is also of crucial importance to consider the philosophical preconditions of our conceptual understanding as well as its relation to a broader context of the development of the ecological consciousness and the ecological ethical approaches in the everyday. The underlying focus must be on the recent abandonment of the distinction between subject and object as well as that of man and nature which shaped the modern discourse itself which in turn has led to the ecological crises that we are now aware of.

The ecological discourse has largely been critical of modernity, its modes of thought and action and its tendencies towards exploitation of nature which was perceived as mechanical by modern science and treated by modern societies as a mere resource to be used and exploited for human ends. However, it is important to note that the mechanistic paradigm of science is for the most part a thing of the past (cf. Stasiulis 2016). Furthermore, as emphasized by Szántó (2009: 45), Western thinking is not inherently directed towards the exploitation of nature because early modern thought did not merely contain these destructive tendencies but also implicated ecological thinking. As Szántó goes on to explain, the gist of the scientific shift in the seventeenth century was the separation of the syntactic from the semantic, of the literal from the symbolic, whence nature began to be seen and treated as ordered according to many relations rather than full of what was now considered merely symbolic and metaphorical meanings. Crucially, these newly discovered relations were not only causal but also ecological (Szántó 2009: 55). The multiple relations between animals and their environment is the basis for today’s ecological thinking and they were already emphasized by early modern thinkers alongside the utility of (mechanically modelled and instrumentally treated) nature for human ends (Szántó 2009: 55).

The relatedness, or interconnectedness, of objects to (with) other objects has been emphasized by some important trends in the philosophy of science, one of them being the process philosophy of A. Whitehead (cf. 1978). Another crucial aspect of recent changes in the way we see nature which is also essential to Whitehead’s thought is the rejection of the “Cartesian” division of the world into objective (the container of truths) and subjective (the container of meanings) as well as of the perception of reality into the known and the knower. Rather, subjectivity is considered to pervade everything, to be everywhere. This subjectivity of objects consists in their being, indeed, processes which develop as a result of their relationship to others (Carolan 2008: 56–57). All things, from protons to multicellular organisms, are composed of modes of processes, hence nature is about them and interconnections, it is seen as a network of relations. If nature’s being deprived of meaning was to blame for the ecological crisis, so reinvesting it with meaningfulness (subjectivity) in this novel manner is of central importance to ecology.
Another implication of process philosophy for our understanding of the world is that other than “purely scientific” dealings with nature are equally important due to the recognition that what science is able to provide us with is not the complete picture of the world or universal knowledge but rather fragments of essentially interconnected and processual reality. Carolan suggests that we do not rely purely on science in our decision making and see the interconnected all spheres of life, including everyday decisions that contribute to the ecological crisis, and thus he insists that we instil the lost feeling of the interrelatedness of environment precisely in the everyday consciousness, or otherwise ecological policies may not stand a chance of being successful whatsoever (Carolan 2008: 62). Modern modes of theory and practice have been criticized for their over-rationality which was inextricably linked with the privileging of the sense of sight and which resulted in neglect of bodily experiences. One of the major tasks that the thinkers of the 20th c. set for themselves was to critique the “objectified” and “detached” relation to the world and to rediscover the importance and modes of bodily perception, or experience. Ecological consciousness cannot be based merely on the sense of sight (as it were, observing nature through a window) but must get involved with it in a bodily manner (Carolan 2008: 69). Hence, Carolan researches how bodily connections to nature through the practice of farming (“getting one’s hands dirty”) lead to understanding of nature as a whole and as an interconnected process (Carolan 2008: 67–68). It is important to encourage such “ecological” practices in the everyday because they are necessary for ecology and bound for it. And these different everyday attitudes will benefit the ecological trend as a whole.

Another domain in which old dualisms should be overcome for the sake of ecology is that of justification behind the ecological discourse itself. Usually, the justification has been split into two camps – that of pro-nature traditionalists which take a non-anthropocentric stand and suggest that nature be protected for its intrinsic value and that of pro-human-value environmentalists who have doubted the argumentative or persuasive power of their “idealistic” opponents and claim that their position only rings true to the already converted but the real goal is that of converting many business people, farmers and billions of people living in rural poverty who are either unable or unwilling to move towards change (James 2016: 2014). The new pro-human-value environmentalists tend to emphasize pragmatic values (say, ecosystem services) with the intent of making ecology attractive through arguments of utility, while to this their traditionalist opponents retort that such a stance is in the long run doomed to failure and ecology will nevertheless have to be based on nature’s intrinsic value rather than being valued for its being means to anthropocentric ends.

James aptly recognizes that both opposing sides, however, agree in assuming that to say that nature should be protected for our sake is to reduce it to its anthropocentric utility. But this assumption on which the argument itself is based is just wrong. James sees that the instrumentalist approach to nature can be successfully challenged by taking a stance which is anthropocentric and yet not instrumentalist. He calls this stance which avoids the opposition of nature versus human “anthropocentric and constitutive” (James 2016: 213). In developing this view, James dismisses the very opposition between (human) subject and (material) nature which has been rather dominant in the modern West. Conducive to pragmatic anthropocentric ends as protection of nature may be, it does not exclude its being of value in another human-related sense which involves interconnecting the being of man with the being of nature. Of course, what nature in such a case means is not just “purely natural” stuff (a là Rousseau), something wild and pristine but also orchards, hedgerows, heaths, cultural landscapes and all other parts of nature that need to be saved from being harmed, damaged or used up (James
2016: 216). But this is not to say that here nature is reduced to human utility because the very distinction between human environment and natural environment is missing: “nature is part of something valuable that counts as human rather than natural” (James 2016: 221).

James notices that his stance is superior not only in theoretical terms but also on practical grounds as it is most persuasive and most conducive to ecological decisions and policies. For instance, the arguments which succeeded in subverting the UK Government’s intention of selling off all of England’s publicly owned forests in the early 2010’s were precisely of the kind James supports. That is, they emphasized the unity of nature and social well-being, national identity, cultural heritage as well as everyday existence.

Hence, the current trends of thought tend to favour approaches which do not merely emphasize economic utility and which do not disregard the budding ecological consciousness but take into consideration the interconnection between nature and society as well as the unity between the value of nature and human value.

THE UTILITARIAN VALUE OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

The main goal of firms is to create more wealth and profits for their respective shareholders, and the main source of profit undoubtedly comes from sales of products and services, which ultimately comes from a group of satisfied customers. Matzler and Hinterhuber (1998), and later Ahmed et al. (2001), Galbreath and Shum (2012) have defined customer satisfaction as an essential ingredient in contributing to organizations’ sustainability and growth, or a measure of how items and services being supplied by organizations may meet or surpass their clients’ desires.

Psomas and Fotopoulos (2010) highlighted that customer satisfaction is the main driver which may help companies’ quality improvement and the market benefits quite significantly. However, Galbreath and Shum (2012) argued that customer satisfaction itself may not be able to affect firms’ financial performance on its own, but by means of the reputation of the concerned firms. Evidence in relation to the verification of this claim is a significant number of researchers who have discovered that corporate reputation and consumer loyalty unequivocally correspond and that they positively affect corporate financial performance (Davies et al. 2003; Galbreath, Shum 2012; Walsh et al. 2006; Walsh et al. 2009). In this regard, Clarkson (1995) has also highlighted that the capacity required to construct a positive outlook can be by means of expanding consumer loyalty which is considered fundamental to companies’ survival and performance. In a recent study by Saeidi et al. (2015), they discussed the main significance of customer satisfaction and reputation with the latter culminating relatively in a higher level of firms’ competitive advantage. As indicated by their findings, more competitive advantage may bring more financial benefits for firms.

Some scholars (Inoue, Lee 2011; Michelon et al. 2013; Perrini et al. 2012; Russo 2014; Samy et al. 2010) have focused on the new customers’ expectations on the market and have noted that in the present competitive market, their expectations on companies’ products and services

---

1 The arguments put forward in the campaign against the sell-off were: ‘Forests and woods … are part of our cultural heritage’, ‘Forests and woods are integral to our inherited beliefs and values … [and] part of our nation’s identity’, ‘England’s trees, native woods, plantation forests, wood-pasture and parkland … are an essential part of the … social well-being of England’, ‘In some parts of England, forests and woods are an essential part of local landscape character, giving identity and a sense of place’, ‘People are very passionate about our forests in Norfolk and identify very strongly that woodlands are part of our local cultural heritage’, ‘Forests and woods … are part of our natural and cultural heritage’, ‘I feel I am a part of the forest where I live, and the forest is a part of me and it is where I feel at home’ (James 2016: 223–224).
are no longer limited to price and quality alone, owing to societies’ level of awareness of the effects that the environment and the surrounding nature may have on their health. In other words, societies now have the disposition to demand more durable and environment-friendly commodities from companies. Along these lines, managers must therefore be aware of the externalities, both positive and negative ones that their exercises may produce for societies, and additionally how buyers may value them. In such a manner, Carroll (1979, 2004) asserted that change in the quality of items as a socially capable practice may help upgrade the level of satisfaction among clients. All these may eventually lead shareholders not only to consider firms’ monetary performance as the single indicator of firms’ success level, but they may also equally evaluate the manner in which these firms carry out their community responsibility programs (Barnett, Salomon 2006). These occurrences have therefore shifted the focus of many businesses from a sole monetary thinking approach to a much wider perspective and they understood that placing both social and environmental aspects should not be considered secondary under their main business goal (Stormer 2003). As a response, firms have now started to care more about protecting the nature and the health of societies by means of employing different environmental management strategies such as CSR to gain more competitive advantage and consequently survive on the market.

To sum up this discussion, considerable focus on social responsibility and community affairs may in turn contribute to better marketing operations (Black et al. 2000). According to McWilliams and Siegel (2001), the main way to deal with the idea of CSR may indicate that organizations may work adjusting themselves to a progression of requests that may help improve a monetary, innovative and legitimate system in which social advantages may take priority over the conventional financial related advantage. In other words, CSR is believed to keep up or enhance both the buyers and societies’ prosperity, on the one hand, and generate a favourable image that may positively influence consumers’ evaluations and attitudes toward the firms, on the other hand (Luo, Bhattacharya 2006; Saeidi et al. 2015; Sen, Bhattacharya 2001).

In this regard, a few related studies have looked into the relationship between the competitive advantage and CSR. For example, Ogrizek (2002) claimed that clear, concrete, market-driven benefits and competitive advantages can be enjoyed by companies which integrate their business policies with CSR. Furthermore, Husted and Salazar (2006) and Porter and Kramer (2011) argued that CSR projects are usually the results of strategic thinking, wherein companies seeking to transform the potential threats into opportunities by means of creating a competitive advantage in relation to socially and environmentally oriented projects. These findings were supported by a recent study carried out by Saeidi et al. (2015) in which the scholars highlighted the competitive advantage as the main outcome of customer satisfaction after employing CSR. The authors explained that CSR, or being ‘green’, has become a main indicator for the present customers who are becoming more socially aware and are able to differentiate firms’ products or services in their attempts on product selection over competitors.

While some scholars may have reported an association between CSR and firms’ financial performance via one of its main antecedents, i.e. customer satisfaction and corporate image, to the knowledge of the researcher, no particular study to date has considered sales growth as its dependent variable to CSR and competitive advantage as its mediator. In reviewing the related literature, certain factors such as corporate image, quality of products or services, market position, growth of the company, market leadership, and differentiation and diversity are the most typical items which have widely been mentioned by various researchers in their attempts to measure competitive advantage (Barney 1991; Bataineh, Zoabi 2011; Chang 2011; Chen et al. 2006; Porter, van der Linde 1995).
Sustainability is the main goal of any business and employees are considered as the most internal important part of the company's goal achievements (Pornchokchai 2008). This is owing to the fact that employees should be involved in supporting any of the firms' objectives and employees should therefore strive to achieve them. Thus, employees' knowledge, views and attitudes towards any strategies being implemented in organizations may play a very critical role in enhancing their support and, ultimately, firms' success in fulfilling their goals. In relation to environmental management strategies such as CSR, which is not an exception to this principle, employees may indeed have a critical role to play in developing an organization's environmental function. Pornchokchai (2008) labelled employees as the heart of CSR in any organization. Accordingly, employees of decency, capability and of relatively higher moral standards who are aware of the social responsibilities are therefore needed to help organizations to be more successful in achieving their social and environmental objectives.

In this regard, employees can be called as key drivers of the concrete and successful implementations of the organizations' CSR activities. Upon discovering such a development, scholars have paid relatively less attention to employees as the internal stakeholders in the CSR area in comparison with a significant number of studies which have focused on customers as external stakeholders. Therefore, there is a need to examine the effects that CSR may have on this group of stakeholders and vice versa. On this subject, a growing body of studies has reportedly started to examine whether and how CSR may potentially lead to positive employee performance and acceptable work behaviours. For example, Singhapakdi et al. (2015) in the context of Thailand have discovered that employees' quality of work life was positively affected by CSR only for those employees who had a relatively higher level of CSR beliefs. Later, Farooq et al. (2014) attempted to examine the relationship of CSR and knowledge sharing behaviours among employees. They found that CSR undoubtedly influenced employees' organizational identification and learning to share knowledge.

The empirical findings of Lee et al. (2013) suggested that CSR is significantly capable of affecting CSR perceptions and, consequently, employees' attachment and ultimately their performance. They also found a positive relationship between perceptions of CSR and employees' organizational commitments. Moreover, some other authors (Brammer et al. 2007; Peterson 2004; Stites, Michael 2011; Turker 2009) have also argued that CSR perceptions are usually associated with employees' commitment and loyalty. In this regard, Kim et al. (2010) described that organizational commitment and positive perception on CSR among employees are positively associated by means of employees' company identification.

In addition to employees' perceptions on CSR in firms and its effect on their performance, the work environment may also equally have a critical effect on employees' positive views of the firms' performance. In this regard, Bhattacharya et al. (2008) highlighted that employees may prefer to work for companies with a CSR policy. It actually means that CSR may make a company's employer look more attractive and, as a result, it may attract a larger number of highly qualified applicants. In this sense, Albinger and Freeman (2000) claimed that employer attractiveness and corporate social performance are positively related to each other among job seekers' interests. Some other scholars (Greening, Turban 2000; Turban, Greening 1997) have also debated that high corporate social performance may attract job hunters to such particular organizations. As a result, companies with more social responsibilities may actually win by attracting a significant number of candidates and applicants. According to Greening and Turban (2000), one possible underlying reason for a strong relationship between CSR and employer attractiveness is that CSR is a sign about norms of work in firms.
DISCUSSION

The idea that a positive link identified between social and financial performance may in turn legitimize the corporate social performance on economic grounds (Margolis et al. 2007) has led to carrying out this study, attempting to examine the relationship between the corporate social responsibility (CSR) and sales growth, which is believed to be the main indicator in evaluating corporate financial performance.

The analysis conducted in this study have confirmed and supported almost every related previous study which found a positive relationship between CSR and different financial performance indicators (Alafi, Hasoneh 2012; Galbreath, Shum 2012; Luo, Bhattacharya 2006; Margolis et al. 2008; Saeidi et al. 2015; Shen, Chang 2008).

The economic utility of CSR was found to depend on a set of broader philosophical as well as conceptual changes in the way we perceive reality and human relation to nature and the environment. The abandonment of the rift between the subjective and the objective was found to be crucial for explaining emergence of ecological thinking as well as accounting for as well as encouraging the ecological perception on the everyday and on the level of workers or employees as well as customers.

Some scholars, i.e. Majeed (2011) and Frynas (2015), identified that gaining a competitive advantage may act as a motivational factor for firms to employ CSR by means of creating superior values for their respective customers. Consequently, other scholars (Chi, Gursoy 2009; Haleem et al. 2015; Jahanshani et al. 2014; James et al. 2015; Loveman 1998; Pan, Nguyen 2015; Simon et al. 2009; Swaminathan et al. 2014; Williams, Naumann 2011) have found that creating a superior value for customers by means of meeting their expectations and needs and attaining a considerable level of client happiness may culminate in higher revenues among firms.

Therefore, many businesses are therefore presently trying to implement different strategies to achieve relatively a higher level of customer satisfaction. This is specifically due to customers presently having the tendency to request for economical and all the other naturally amicable items and services (Gauthier 2005; Van Beurden, Gössling 2008) and assessing organizations in relation to whether the associated demonstrations are in ways which may reliably support the welfare of the communities and societies (Maignan et al. 2005). By means of this, CSR endeavours to create better positions for firms to the extent of focusing on the business sector by means of offering quality items and services at a relatively lower cost (ACCA 2009; Cheng et al. 2014; Jamali 2007, 2010; Jamali, Mirshak 2007; Newell, Muro 2006).

The literature to date has indicated that a relatively higher level of employees’ perceptions of CSR may have a significant effect on enhancing the attractiveness of the organizations for job seekers, on the one hand, and improving employees’ organizational commitments, on the other. It is worth noting that their operationalized definition of employees’ perceptions of CSR is the views that employees hold about the companies’ involvement towards social and environmental issues, whereas in the case of this study, it focused on the individual perceptions and beliefs held by employees towards social responsibilities and therefore attempted to examine the moderating effects of employees’ individual perceptions and beliefs of social responsibility towards societies in relation to the CSR-sales growth link.

CONCLUSIONS

Therefore, having more socially and environmentally responsible employees may lead firms to be more successful in implementing social/environmental care strategies and consequently may result in a relatively higher amount of sales and financial performance of companies.
These findings may notably encourage companies to consider changing the ways by means of which they engage with their stakeholders, recognizing that many customers now reportedly factor practices of environmental, social, economic and corporate responsibilities into their purchasing decisions and many employees may prefer to work for companies with an environmental/social care policy (Bhattacharya et al. 2008).

Taken together, the findings of the conducted analysis pointed to a role for CSR in promoting sales growth indirectly by means of enhancing the competitive advantage, and a role for employees’ individual beliefs of social responsibilities in relation to strengthening the positive effects of CSR on firms’ sales growth.
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Ekologijos filosofijos utilitarinės aspektas: korporacijų socialinės atsakomybės atvejis

Santrauka
Šiuo tyrimu siekiame sujungti filosofinę perspektyvą ir kasdienybės praktinę ekologijos etiką su pragmatiškesnę korporacijų socialinės atsakomybės (KSA) sąvoką. Parodome, kad pasitarosios svarba remiasi subjekto ir objekto skirties atsisakymu ir tiek asmeninės, tiek kultūrinės ekologinės sąmonės, kylančios iš žmogaus ir gamtos vienybės sąmonës, raida. Šis sąmonės filosofinis pokytis reikšmingas ir naudingumo požiūriu. Todėl tiriame, ar santykį tarp KSA ir pardavimų augimo moderuoja konkurencinis pranašumas ir ar darbuotojų individualus kultūrinius svarstymus ir jų įsitikinimus apie socialinę atsakomybę atlieka moderuojantį vaidmenį KSA pardavimų augimo plotmėje. Analizės metu atskleistas ryšys tarp KSA ir pardavimų augimo bei pozityvus KSA poveikis pardavimų augimui, kurį teigiamai moderuoja darbuotojų individualūs įsitikinimai apie socialinę atsakomybę, kylančią iš ekologinės sąmonės.
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